AMENDMENT #2

DATE: April 21, 2010

TO: All Bidders of Record

FROM: David Martinez, Senior Buyer

SUBJECT: Amendment #2 to T-2770 “MS Elevator Replacement and Maintenance”

This amendment becomes part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original bidding documents as noted below:

1. Question: Specification 14220-6. Accessibility and emergency medical services signage?
   • Are you requesting the Star of life or some other special signage? If special, do you have the verbiage and is this to be engraved on a plate? Where is it to be located?

1. Answer: Provide standard star of life medical emergency signage.

2. Question: Do you have a location the fire panel will be mounted? If remote from the elevator hoist way, will your electrical department install the conduit and wiring from the hoist way to the remote location?

3. Answer: CNM to confirm the availability of an onsite (Maxwell Salazar Hall) fire control room, or not. If available, the display panel is to be installed there. If no main fire control room, then the display panel will be mounted in an adjacent main floor elevator lobby wall that would be accessible to medical emergency personnel arriving at the building. The required conduit outside the hoistway/machine room would be provided un “Work By Others” with wiring by the selected elevator contractor

4. Reference: Attached sign in Sheet

5. The bid date and time remains the same April 30, 2010 3:00AM local time.

All other specifications, terms and conditions remain unchanged. Bidders are required to acknowledge receipt of this Amendment in the space provided on Section E, Page 11.